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Managing the Risks of Social Media in the
SAF
by CPT Lee Hsiang Wei

Abstract:
social media is a type of online media that expedites conversation through the creation and exchange of user
generated content targeted at peers. this unprecedented level of interaction makes social media appealing and
attractive to many around the world. With the speed at which social media grows and multiplies, the singapore
armed forces (saf) cannot afford to ignore risks already exploited both within and outside of the military
context. saf’s social media policy needs to continually adapt quickly as new trends in social media emerge. By
ensuring several key thrusts are achieved, social media will become a manageable medium without compromising
information and operational security in the armed forces.
Keywords: Security; Communication Technologies; Military Policy; Adaptability and Flexibility

INTRODUCTION
What is Social Media?
social media represents a shift in the way we
as a culture communicate. social media is a type of
online media that expedites conversation through
the creation and exchange of user generated content
targeted at peers. examples of social media include
facebook, twitter, flickr and Youtube (see figure 1).
the key feature of social media is that it provides
the common user with highly accessible and scalable
publishing technologies.
social media provides new ways to connect, interact
and communicate. users can post comments and
photos, update their online profiles and even reflect
their mood to others. these “sharings,” once posted,
are instantly available to the other users of social
media, increasing the rate of which users interact with
one another. this unprecedented level of interaction
makes social media appealing and attractive to many
around the world.
Social Media and the SAF
the appealing and attractive nature of social media
has made it a mainstay in the way we live, work and
play. the social media industry has been experiencing
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Figure 1: Examples of Social Media

phenomenal growth locally and worldwide over
the past couple of years.1 With the rise in popularity
of mobile computing with devices like tablets and
smartphones, users are able to update their online
presence wherever and whenever, as well as keep
abreast of the updates posted by their friends and
family.
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Figure 2: Individual Usage of Selected Internet Services by Age Group in 20092

the use of social media in singapore includes all
age groups, with youths from 15 to 34 years accounting
for the majority of social media users (see figure 2).
some of the more popular forms of social media in
singapore include facebook and twitter, which have a
significant following of approximately 2.5 million and
2.1 million users respectively.3
although

there

are

no

official

statistics

documenting the use of social media in the singapore
armed forces (saf), it is safe to assume that the

Figure 3: Mobile users utilize social media more extensively

service members in the saf will probably exhibit the

than the average web user4

same usage patterns as the average singaporean. our
service members may not use camera phones due to
our security policies, but the smartphones that most
carry still grant them access to social media even
while at work. surveys have shown that compared
to the average web user, mobile users utilize social
media more extensively (see figure 3). While social

this essay sets out to highlight some of the
more prominent risks brought about by the use of
social media faced by the saf and provides some
recommendations to mitigate these risks while
embracing the social media phenomenon.
Risks Associated with Social Media

as well as potential security implications for the saf.

there are five key risks that the saf faces while
embracing the social media phenomenon—risk
through direct disclosure, risk through revealing
locations, risk through user anonymity, risk by

this means that the saf cannot afford to ignore the

design and risk from information aggregation. these

use of social media by its service members.

risks can be categorized into two broad types—user-

media allows our service members to feel a greater
connection to family and friends, it brings about risks
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RISK ASSOCIATED WITH SOCIAL MEDIA

User-Attributed Risks

System-Attributed Risks

Risk Through
Direct Disclosure

Risk Through
User Anonymity

Risk Through
Revealing locations

Risk by Design

Risk from Information
Aggregation
Figure 4: Risks Associated with Social Media

attributed risk and system-attributed risk. in the
saf context, user-attributed risk is where the risk
originates from the actions of the service member
while system-attributed risk is where the risk
originates from the inherent characteristics of social
media platforms. the following diagram summarizes
these risks (see figure 4).
1) Risk Through Direct Disclosure. given the
nature of social media, which hinges on the creation
and exchange of user generated content, users are
encouraged to share information about themselves.
saf service members may at times not think twice
about sharing their private thoughts in their social
media accounts, inadvertently revealing sensitive
information to other users on social media. this
direct disclosure of sensitive information posted
compromises operational security (opsec).

operations. in march 2010, the israeli military was
forced to abandon plans to conduct a raid on militants
in a palestinian village after a soldier posted the
location and time of the planned raid on his facebook
page.5 the consequences would have been catastrophic
if the raid was not called off and the militants knew of
the impending arrival of the israeli military.6
2) Risk Through Revealing Locations. another risk is
revealing locations of sensitive military installations
or military assets in ongoing operations. this primarily
manifests itself through the sharing of photos on
social media as well as use of location-based services.

violations of opsec can possibly go as far as to affect

When a photograph is taken and uploaded to social
media, it can contain information on the location of
the image.7 many cameras and cell phones sold today
are capable of “geotagging,” embedding geographical
data into the photos.8 this geographical data can be
extracted from the photos even after uploading to
the social media platforms. hence, even though the
photographed image does not contain any sensitive
information, the embedded geographical data may

national security and compromise safety of ongoing

compromise opsec.

some of the sensitive information that may be
posted online can include classified information about
military organization, tactics and capabilities. these
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Figure 5: Various Location-Based Services on Social Media (A) Facebook Profile Status, (B) Facebook Check-In, (C) Google
Latitude and (D) Nike+ Running App

there are also a variety of location-based services
available on social media today, including facebook
profile statuses, facebook check-ins, google latitude
and applications that track users’ movement, i.e.
nike+ running app (see figure 5). these locationbased services are targeted at the users of mobile
devices, encouraging them to update (knowingly or
unknowingly) their geographical locations online.
in december 2010, the us army banned the use of
“location-aware” applications on government-issued
smartphones due to intelligence that the sudden
increase in us soldiers being targeted by enemy
snipers was a result of their adversaries making use of
locations published on social media.9
3) Risk Through User Anonymity. the current state
of social media lacks the necessary processes to verify
the authenticity of users. there are users who take
advantage of this “loophole” to create and maintain
anonymous and fictitious user profiles. it is possible
for a user with malicious intent to use a false identity
to establish links and gain access to otherwise private
information.
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the “robin sage” experiment discussed in the
Blackhat security conference in January 2011
highlighted the ease of obtaining classified information
via a fictitious profile. the robin sage experiment
entailed creating a blatantly false identity of a female
claiming to work in the military intelligence industry.10
it involved convincing but fake social media under the
alias “robin sage” which included a photo of a cute
girl borrowed from an adult website (see figure 6), and
the job title of “cyber threat analyst.”11 at the end
of the experiment, “robin” accumulated hundreds of
connections through various social networking sites.12
throughout the duration of the experiment “robin”
was offered gifts, government and corporate jobs, and
options to speak at a variety of security conferences.13
more alarmingly, some of the information revealed was
classified in nature and which “robin” should not have
been privy to.14 it was discovered after the experiment
that an inspection of the “robin sage” profile would
have uncovered its fictitious nature. the outcome of
this experiment is particularly embarrassing, given
the numerous warnings security professionals preach
about the dangers of the social media. although this
Vol.39 no.2
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for its users and user content could be shared with
these third party developers. over time, facebook
added the ability for users to share their information
with “everyone.” Whenever facebook introduced new
options governing content sharing, the default was for
the user to share as broadly as possible.16
one of the more prominent instances of this
happened in december 2009 when facebook required
its users to reconsider their privacy settings. these
contents included “posts i create,” “status,” “likes,”
“photos” and “notes.” for each item, the two choices
available where “everyone” or “old settings,” with
the toggle buttons defaulted to “everyone.”17 as this
prompt was mandatory, users had to select an option
before they were able to continue using the rest of
the site. faced with this obligatory and troublesome
prompt, many users would have unthinkingly accepted
the defaults, allowing much of their content to be
Figure 6: Photo of “Robin Sage”

more accessible that previous.

“robin sage” incident was purely an experiment, there

5) Risk from Information Aggregation. the risk of

have already been several instances where enemy

information aggregation stems from the potential for

organizations have used the anonymity of social media

an alert adversary gathering and harvesting social

to obtain intelligence.

media data of our service members, collating various

15

4) Risk By Design. as social media sites function on
the basis of exchanging and sharing user generated

bits of personal information such as family members,
friends, social circles, addresses as well as contact
information.

content, the default settings of most social media
platforms tend to maximize visibility of personal

data mining on social media is easy. in february

information and the minimize privacy. in fact, most

2010, pete Warden, an academic researcher wrote a

privacy measures currently in place in social media

script that managed to harvest 215 million public

platforms are a result of user demands and requests.

profile pages from facebook before being discovered.18
pete Warden commented that “… the data … is

taking facebook as an example, its approach to

still crawlable by anyone else and there are a lot of

privacy was initially network-centric, where the users

commercial companies that have grabbed the same

content was only visible to all other students in the

dataset.”19 data mining on social media is perhaps more

same campus. this gradually changed where facebook

prevalent than commonly perceived. a more malicious

allowed users to determine which information could

attempt to target military personnel would definitely

be shared with whom, with options of “no-one,”

be more subtle and it would probably go undetected.

“friends” or “friends of friends.” subsequently,

there are already reports and known instances of such

facebook allowed companies to create applications

information gathering on social media.20
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the alert adversary will, over a period of gathering
such data, be able to make sense of them and
arrive at a more complete set of information. this
set of aggregated information can reveal classified
information about the military organization, its
tactics and even capabilities.

CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS
SAF Social Media Policy
the current saf policies do not address the use
of social media well. these policies are largely an
extension of the policies pertaining to traditional
media. hence, the policies lag behind the rapid
developments occurring in the social media space. the
result is that the understanding of the appropriate
use of social media varies considerably across the
service members in the saf. a quick survey of our
service members’ accounts on facebook shows varying
degrees of personal and work-related information
displayed on their profiles. these information include
their employer, vocation, unit as well as their location
of their unit, deployment or detachment.
Other Approaches to Social Media
the us military’s approach to social media was a
haphazard and fragmented affair where the various
services had different and sometimes conflicting
policies on social media (see figure 7).
it was only recently that the us department of
defense (dod) standardized their policies across their
various services and published guidelines for service
members who use social media in a personal capacity.21
these guidelines attempt to educate their service
members on what is inappropriate to post online. the
us central command has published best practices,
lists of “dos and don’ts” as well as articles on how to
protect oneself on social media sites. in addition, the
us army recently published a Social Media Handbook
(see figure 8) in January 2011 that attempts to
delineate the us army policy on social media.22
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Figure 7: Haphazard State of Guidelines on Social Media within
the US Military (Megan)

there is not much literature regarding the social
media policy of other militaries. however, it has been
reported that the chinese military high command
has also published a list of “70 forbiddens” which
include staying away from social media websites such
as facebook.23 the israeli army, on the other hand,
has banned social media after multiple soldiers shared
sensitive or embarrassing data via facebook and other
social media.24

RECOMMENDATIONS
as we attempt to refine our social media policy, we
should keep in mind an underlying principle—when
saf service members participate in social media on
which they may be identified or associated with the
saf, they must be cognizant of their appearance as
they are representing the saf and singapore. there are
risks involved when service members use social media,
but it may not warrant the need to ban its use, like
what the israeli army has done. instead, this essay
proposes a three-pronged approach—education, clear
Boundaries & guidelines and support processes—that
will allow service members to continue using social
media in their personal capacity without posing undue
risks to the saf.
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risks involved in using social media. the education
process should be a regular one given the constant
influx of new service members into the saf as well
as the ever-changing social media landscape. the
curriculum should be regularly reviewed and updated
with new developments in the social media landscape.
given the pace of change in social media, it is not
surprising that frequent updates will be required to
ensure that the syllabus continues to remain relevant.

When SAF service members participate
in social media on which they may
be identified or associated with the
SAF, they must be cognizant of their
appearance as they are representing
the SAF and Singapore.
Clear Boundaries & Guidelines

Figure 8: US Army Social Media Handbook

Education
the first thrust to mitigate the risks of social media

the second thrust is for the saf to establish clear
boundaries and guidelines for service members to
follow. in this aspect, we ought to learn from the us
army by having a publication similar to the US Army
Social Media Handbook. the 39-page handbook lays

incorporated into these lessons to give service

out guidelines as to how the us army should handle
social media and it includes useful checklists as well
as procedures for both commanders and soldiers. the
handbook also highlights “danger areas” that can
cause a service member to innocently reveal more than
he should. By having a handbook or a guide easily
available, every service member has literature to fall
back on whenever in doubt about the use of social
media. the handbook should lay out guiding principles
that service members should always follow when
using social media. in addition, it would be useful
to include simple examples of what to do and what
not to do, as well as a “frequently asked Questions”
(faQ) section to answer common issues. this would
go a long way towards providing greater clarity on
the saf’s expectations of service members when using
of social media. additionally, there also should be a

members a better appreciation and awareness of the

“one-stop” centre to answer queries and clarifications

is to embark on a rigorous education campaign. this
should consist of lessons incorporated into the various
initial training schools such as Basic military training
(Bmt), specialist cadet school (scs) and officer
cadet school (ocs), sessions to update the service
members on the new developments and changes in
the operational units as well as subsequent courses.
When crafting the saf’s social media curriculum, it
is important that it goes further than platitudes like
“Be aware” and “Be careful.” the curriculum should
leave no doubt in the service member’s mind regarding
playing his or her part. the education process should
have an emphasis on communicating and convincing
service members of the risks associated with social
media. relevant real life examples should also be
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that service members may have regarding saf social
media policy. answers to these queries should
also be accumulated and shared with other service
members, via circulating updates, including them in
the curriculum or updating the faQ in the handbook.
the ideal end state is one where social media culture
within the saf would self-police to actively minimize
the associated risks of social media.
Support Processes and Structures
the third thrust is for the saf to set up supporting
processes and structures to keep up with the everchanging social media space. the saf has to be able to
keep up with the added functionalities that gain rapid
following in social media. a dedicated team should
be set up to maintain a direct oversight of the social
media issues faced by the saf. this team should not
only comprise those senior enough to make executive
decisions, but also a representative sample across the
various age groups so as to better understand their
perspectives on using social media. for example, the
younger service members can bring to the table their
knowledge of the latest trends and developments
in social media, so that changes to curriculums or
updates to policies can be made in a timelier manner.

The SAF’s social media policy needs
to continually adapt quickly as new
trends in social media emerge.
Educating our service members on the
risks associated with social media,
establishing clear boundaries and
guidelines as well as the timeliness
of reviewing the social media policy
needs to be a constant endeavor
with a high priority.
this team should also be responsible to develop
and maintain the social media curriculum, manage
the “one-stop” centre for saf service members, keep
abreast of social media developments and to take
ownership over saf social media policy.
POINTER, Journal of the singapore armed forces
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CONCLUSION
social media increasingly plays an important role
in personal communication and entertainment. given
the speed at which social media grows and multiplies,
the saf cannot afford to ignore the risks brought
about by social media. these risks are very real and
this essay has demonstrated that these risks have
already been exploited both within and outside the
military context.
saf social media policy needs to continually
adapt quickly as new trends in social media emerge.
educating our service members on the risks associated
with social media, establishing clear boundaries and
guidelines as well as the timeliness of reviewing the
social media policy needs to be a constant endeavor
with a high priority. By ensuring these three key
thrusts are achieved, social media will become a
manageable medium with which service members
are able to communicate the right messages without
compromising information and operational security in
the armed forces.
the saf needs a proactive social media policy. if
trained and seasoned security professionals can be
guilty of letting down their guard, as shown in the
robin sage experiment, our service members would
require even more knowledge and ongoing training to
safeguard the saf against the risks of social media. 
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